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this is not a complete list of all isos – only the ones i have tested. some isos mentioned in the mbr list
may also support uefi-booting.if your payload contains a efiboot folder, then it is probably uefi-
bootable.drag-and-drop the iso onto the mpi_fat32 desktop shortcut to make a.imgptn file. then copy the
file to the e2b usb drive and make it contiguous. please note: you cannot boot via uefi directly to the
grub4dose2b menu.you must first mbr-boot or use the _isoswitch_e2b.exe utility utility to ‘switch in’ the
image partition file.this will replace the e2b partitions with the new partition so you that can then uefi-
boot from the new fat32 partition.after uefi-booting, you must restore the e2b partition by mbr-booting
or by running the e2bswitch_e2b.exe utility to ‘restore e2b partitions’ again.linux and persistence:
distros based on ubuntu 14.04 or later have a bug when using two partitions, one for persistence and
one for fat32 files ( see here for more details).  we have actually been using quick tech pro fromultra-x,
inc. for quite some time. this software is one of the most full-featured products available for the
professional service technician. after having used several other software diagnostic utilities, including
commerial and shareware, we can honestly say that this one is the best of all we have tried. ultra-x has
recently released their quicktech pro 2000 update, which includes some additional features. if you
choose to acquire this product, and you are not familiar with the concept of a bootable usb device, then
we recommend that you read up on it on the web. however, i will give you a quick tutorial. if you have a
brand new laptop, then you should probably first “upgrade” it to one which is “up-to-date”. there are
quite a few sources for information on this subject. one of the more popular is on the technet website
at>
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